Self-referencing, spectral interferometric probing of the onset time of relativistic transparency in intense laser-foil interactions
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Irradiation of an ultrathin foil target by a high intensity laser pulse drives collective electron motion and the generation of strong electrostatic fields, resulting in ultrabright sources of high-order harmonics and energetic ions. The ion energies can be significantly enhanced if the foil undergoes relativistic self-induced transparency during the interaction, with the degree of enhancement depending in part on the onset time of transparency. We report on a simple and effective approach to diagnose the time during the interaction at which the foil becomes transparent to the laser light, providing a route to optically controlling and optimizing ion acceleration and radiation generation. The scheme involves a self-referencing approach to spectral interferometry, in which coherent transition radiation produced at the foil rear interferes with laser light transmitted through the foil. The relative timing of the onset of transmission with respect to the transition radiation generation is determined from spectral fringe spacing and compared to simultaneous frequency-resolved optical gating measurements. The results are in excellent agreement, and are discussed with reference to particle-in-cell simulations of the interaction physics and an analytical model for the onset time of transparency in ultrathin foils.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrabright sources of high energy particles and radiation driven by intense laser pulses are opening up scientific applications (e.g. ultrafast imaging [1–3], high-flux neutron generation [4, 5] and material damage studies [6]), and have wide-ranging potential applications in medicine, security and industry [7, 8]. Much of the research into the development of these sources focuses on interactions in which the target plasma is either wholly transparent (gaseous) or opaque (solid) to the laser pulse over the full interaction. In recent years, there is growing interest in the use of ultrathin foil targets that are initially opaque and dynamically evolve over the course of the interaction to become relativistically transparent to the intense laser light - a process termed relativistic self-induced transparency (RSIT) [9, 10]. This has been shown to result in high ion energies [11, 12], new degrees of control over collective electron dynamics and electrostatic fields in the plasma [13], changes to the spatial distribution of the ion beam [14] and the generation of higher order modes of intense light [15].

Key to optimising radiation generation in ultrathin foils undergoing transparency is control over the point in the interaction at which RSIT occurs [12, 16]. Early in the interaction the plasma density, \( n_\text{e} \), is above a critical value, \( n_\text{c} = m_\text{e} \epsilon_0 \omega_\text{L}^2/e^2 \), where \( e \) is the electron charge, \( m_\text{e} \) is the electron rest mass, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity and \( \omega_\text{L} \) is the angular frequency of the laser light [17]. Bunches of energetic electrons are injected into the foil via mechanisms such as ‘Brunel’ heating (at \( \omega_\text{L} \)) [18] and \( \mathbf{j} \times \mathbf{B} \) heating (at \( 2\omega_\text{L} \)) [19, 20]. As the train of bunched exit the target they emit optical radiation in the form of coherent transition radiation (CTR) [21–25]. The production of CTR will start early in the interaction and peak at the maximum of the laser pulse intensity, when the energy transfer to electrons is greatest (there is minimal delay arising from electron transport within an ultrathin foil). At relativistic laser intensities, the mass of the plasma electrons oscillating in response to the intense laser light increases by the Lorentz factor \( \gamma_\text{e} \). As the laser pulse intensity increases in time on the rising edge of the laser pulse, \( \gamma_\text{e} \) will increase. Moreover, in the case of ultrathin foils, the thermal pressure causes the plasma to expand, decreasing \( n_\text{e} \) along the laser axis. \( \gamma_\text{e} \) and \( n_\text{e} \) thus evolve over the course of the interaction between the laser pulse and the plasma, and at the point in time that the condition \( n_\text{e} < \gamma_\text{e} n_\text{c} \) is satisfied the plasma becomes relativistically transparent to the laser light, enabling the remainder of the pulse to propagate through it. Precisely when this occurs depends on the degree of plasma heating, and thus laser pulse parameters such as the temporal-intensity profile, polarization and incident angle, and how quickly the plasma expands, which also depends on target properties such as density and thickness. This can occur on the rising or falling edge of the laser pulse interaction with the foil. The fraction of the pulse that is transmitted will further heat the electron population over its propagation length, enhancing the electrostatic fields responsible for ion acceleration [26].

The time at which RSIT occurs with respect to the peak of the laser pulse determines the fraction of the transmitted laser pulse energy and the degree of enhancement in the electrostatic field strength. Controlling the onset time of RSIT is therefore important for optimising ion acceleration in transparency-enhanced acceleration.
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mechanisms such as Breakout Afterburner (BOA) [27] and hybrid acceleration schemes [12]. It is also important for radiation pressure acceleration [28], for which energy coupling to ions is most efficient at densities just above the threshold for RSIT. In addition, it has recently been shown to be important in tailoring the polarization and spatial mode properties of intense light produced within the plasma [15].

In this study, the onset time of RSIT in ultrathin foils is investigated experimentally using spectral interferometry. It is shown that the superposition of CTR generated while the foil is still opaque with the laser light transmitted through the foil (when RSIT occurs) produces fringes in the spectrum of the detected light and from this the onset time for RSIT can be determined. The approach is verified by frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements using a GRENOUILLE [29], and compared to particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation results and calculations using an analytical plasma expansion model. This approach offers a simple and effective route to diagnose, and by extension optimize, the time at which the target becomes transparent, with greater temporal resolution than enabled by the GRENOUILLE. It can thereby be applied in the optimisation of laser-driven ion acceleration and the generation of higher order modes of intense light.

II. TEMPORAL PROFILE AND TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS

The experiment was performed using the Gemini laser at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK. Pulses of linearly-polarized, $\lambda_L=800$ nm light (35 nm bandwidth), with energy equal to (3.1±0.2) J (on-target), were focused using a F/2 off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror to a spot size of (3.9±0.7) $\mu$m in diameter (full width at half maximum, FWHM). The calculated peak intensity is (2.8±0.4)$\times10^{20}$ Wcm$^{-2}$. A double plasma mirror enhanced the intensity contrast to $\sim10^{11}$ and $\sim10^8$, at 1 ns and 2 ps, respectively, prior to the peak of the pulse. The pulse duration was varied from 40 to 120 fs (FWHM) using an acousto-optic device that adds group delay to the pulse. Example measurements of the laser pulse temporal-intensity profile are provided in the Supplemental Material file [30].

The targets were aluminium foils, with thickness, $d$, varied in the range 10-100 nm. The overall uncertainty in the foil thickness arises from two sources: a calibrated uncertainty of ±10% in the manufacturing processes (variation in coating a substrate from which the ultrathin foil is released) and ±3 nm due to the accuracy of the step-profilemeter measurements of the coating thickness. The targets were irradiated at near-normal incidence.

Light at the rear of the plasma (transmitted and generated) was collected using a F/2, 200 mm diameter OAP (an identical OAP to the one used to focus the laser light onto the target). The set-up is shown in Fig. 1(a).

A ‘0.5-inch’ (12.7 mm diameter) high-damage-threshold aluminium mirror (optimized reflectively for 450 nm-20 $\mu$m light) was positioned 60 mm from the centre of the beam (sampling ~0.7% of the beam) in the plane of the polarization (i.e. parallel to the polarization axis), and directed the light out of the vacuum chamber through a 1 mm-thick fused silica window (optical quality, with an anti-reflection coating, allowing 99.5% transmission). The size of the pick-off optic was only limited by the use of other diagnostics on the same beam path and, if needed, a larger area of the beam could be sampled. A non-polarizing beam-splitter was used to divide the light into equal fractions for measurements using an optical spectrometer (Avantes) and a GRENOUILLE (Swamp Optics). The percentage of the light signal that is incident on both diagnostics has been calculated as a function of wavelength (in the range 700-900 nm) using the transmission and reflectivity values for each optic in both beam paths, and is available in the Supplemental Material file [30]. CTR components perpendicular to the laser polarization axis were not filtered out in the optical spectrometer beam path. The GRENOUILLE will filter out these components due to the doubling crystal used in the system. A calculation of the non-linear phase shift (B-integral) along the beam path confirms that non-linear propagation effects were negligible for the transmitted
pulses and the GRENIOUILLE was established by applying a known frequency chirp (with a known chirp direction) to the pulse.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the temporal sequence for CTR generation and transmitted light (arising from RSIT) relative to the laser pulse profile and Figs. 1(c) and (d) show schematics of the interaction at the stage of CTR generation and laser light transmission during RSIT, respectively. Both light components co-propagate as pulses with a peak-to-peak separation equal to $\Delta t$. The divergence of the two components will differ. For the laser intensity range explored in this experiment, and following the model presented in Ref. [23], the divergence of the CTR beam is calculated to be in the range 5-15° (half-angle) and thus smaller than the divergence of the transmitted beam. Both are collected by the OAP, but the final beam divergence will differ. For general application of this approach, the light levels can be changed by suitable choice of optics and beam path. Provided the ratio of the detected CTR and transmitted laser signals is sufficiently close to 1 then clear fringes with good contrast are observed. As shown in the Supplemental Material file [30], even for a ratio as low as 0.2 it is possible to still resolve the frequency of the fringes and therefore make a delay measurement. The technique will not work for cases in which RSIT occurs too early in the interaction, such that there is limited energy coupling to fast electrons, reducing the reference CTR signal, and resulting in a ratio of less than ~0.2.

Figure 2 shows representative GRENIOUILLE measurements for three cases (a) no target, i.e. the reference incident laser pulse, (b) $d=37$ nm, and (c) $d=30$ nm. The signal for $d=37$ nm target is dominated by the CTR emission (negligible transmission measured). As the target thickness is decreased to 30 nm, RSIT starts to occur, late in the interaction, resulting in the transmission of a small fraction of the laser light, with intensity comparable to the CTR. The total measured light signal (transmitted plus CTR) is plotted as a function of target thickness in Fig. 3(a) [15]. $d=30$ nm represents a threshold thickness at which RSIT starts to occur and the measured intensity of the light is observed to rapidly increase with decreasing target thickness below this value. The autocorrelation image measurement in Fig. 2(c) shows a triple-pulse structure, which is equivalent to a double-pulse in time when processed by the GRENIOUILLE pulse-retrieval algorithm [29]. The fringes in the spectral direction of the raw GRENIOUILLE image (Fig. 2(c)) is another signature of the presence of multiple pulses.

Measurements were made for input pulse durations of $\tau_L=40$ fs, 80 fs and 120 fs, for $d=30$ nm. At this thickness, the measured degree of transmission increases with pulse duration, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Despite the decrease in the peak laser intensity, with increasing pulse duration the target expands more over the interaction, enabling RSIT to occur earlier. In Fig. 2(d), the corresponding temporal profiles measured using the GRENIOUILLE are shown. For $\tau_L=40$ fs, the reconstructed pulse is dominated by a single pulse centred at $t=0$ fs. For $\tau_L=80$ fs the appearance of a second pulse, peaked at 80 fs, is apparent. For $\tau_L=120$ fs, the second pulse is still present, but delayed to $t \sim 120$ fs. Reference measurements were made of the input pulse profile without a target in place for each $\tau_L$ and for all cases a single pulse is measured. It is clear from these measurements that the onset of RSIT in an ultrathin foil results in two pulses of light co-propagating along the laser axis.

In Fig. 3, calculations of the expected degree of light transmission, made using the plasma expansion model introduced by Yan et al. [31] to describe transparency and ion acceleration in ultrathin foils, are in-
cluded alongside the measurements as the shaded region. In that model, the onset time for RSIT is given as \( t_{RSIT} = (12/\pi^2)^{1/4} \left( n_c \tau_L d / (n_e a_0 C_s) \right)^{1/2} \), where \( a_0 \) is the normalized laser amplitude, \( C_s = \sqrt{Z m_e c^2 n_e / m_i} \) is the ion sound speed and \( Z \) is the ion charge state. The upper and lower bounds of the shaded regions in Fig. 3 are defined by the experimental uncertainties in laser intensity and target thickness. The measured scaling with target thickness and pulse duration are in broad agreement with the model calculations, noting that the measurements include the CTR light, whereas the model is for transmitted light only.

III. SIMULATIONS OF TWO-PULSE GENERATION

We performed 3D PIC simulations using the EPOCH code [32] to investigate the source of the pulses. The grid comprised of 1000 \( \times \) 720 \( \times \) 720 mesh cells, corresponding to 20 \( \mu \text{m} \times 20 \mu \text{m} \times 20 \mu \text{m} \). The laser parameter values were chosen to closely approximate the experiment; \( \lambda_L = 800 \text{ nm} \); linear polarization; Gaussian temporal profile with \( \tau_L \) varied in the range 40-120 fs (FWHM); 3 \( \mu \text{m} \) focal spot. The peak intensity was \( 2 \times 10^{20} \text{ Wcm}^{-2} \) (varied corresponding to the changes in pulse duration), such that the light level transmitted through the target approximately matched the experimental results. Time \( t=0 \) fs corresponds to the peak of the laser pulse interacting with the center of the target.

The target comprised of a 30 nm-thick layer of Al\(^{13+} \) ions with a 6 nm-thick layer of mixed C\(^{6+} \) and H\(^{+} \) ions on the surfaces to mimic the presence of hydrocarbon contaminants in the experiment. To approximate the effect of the laser temporal-intensity contrast, the electron and ion populations were pre-expanded to a Gaussian profile such that for a given target thickness \( d \), the maximum electron density was 30\( n_e \) (the areal density was kept equivalent to initially solid density aluminium, 444\( n_e \), at the given target thickness). Further simulation details are provided in the Supplementary Material file [30].

The simulations reveal that the first pulse of light at the target rear is CTR produced by relativistic electrons crossing the target-vacuum boundary and that the second (later) peak is the portion of the laser pulse transmitted due to RSIT. This is verified for thick targets for which transparency does not occur and only the first pulse is observed. The CTR signal increases with increasing laser intensity on the pulse rising edge and is found to peak very close to \( t=0 \) fs, the peak of the laser pulse interaction. The conversion of laser energy to bunched electrons is highest at this time and, as the target is ultrathin, there is no delay in CTR generation due to electron transport. Thus, the temporal delay measured is the temporal separation between the peak of the incident laser pulse intensity profile, at which conversion to fast electrons and thus CTR emission is maximised, and the peak of the transmitted portion of the laser light.

Note that if transparency were to occur on the rising edge of the laser pulse interaction, the CTR signal would still be increasing when the remainder of the laser light is transmitted, and thus spectral interference would not be observed. This diagnostic approach works when transparency occurs after the peak of the interaction. The delay in transparency with respect to the peak of the laser pulse interaction is a key figure of merit for the optimisation of electron and ion acceleration in the RSIT regime [12].

The temporal pulse profile extracted from the simulations is shown in Fig. 2(e). A spatial Fourier transform was taken of the grid and filtered for the laser wavelength. A longitudinal sample window 6 \( \mu \text{m} \) wide, centred at 3 \( \mu \text{m} \) from the target surface, was then taken and the squared transverse electric field components integrated. This was calculated for every 4 fs time step. Although the simulation parameters are idealised, the results demonstrate a similar behaviour to the measured pulse profiles in Fig. 2(d). Only the CTR pulse is observed for the shortest pulse duration case, \( \tau_L = 40 \text{ fs} \). The transmitted laser pulse becomes apparent as the pulse duration is increased, because the time over which the target becomes transparent also increases. The temporal evolution of the total number of fast electrons above 1 MeV is shown for the \( \tau_L = 80 \text{ fs} \) case and can be seen to correlate with the first pulse, demonstrating that this pulse is due to CTR emission. For the \( \tau_L = 120 \text{ fs} \) case, \( \Delta t \) is measured to be \( \sim 120 \text{ fs} \) in the experiment and \( \sim 100 \text{ fs} \) in the simulations. The small difference is due to the predefined expansion in the simulation not precisely matching that of the experiment, which is driven by the rising edge profile of the laser pulse.

IV. SPECTRAL INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENTS

Having established the source of the two pulses and the close correlation of \( \Delta t \) to the time at which RSIT occurs, we now investigate the case in which RSIT occurs relatively late in the interaction. In Fig. 4(a), the temporal profile measured with the GRENOUILLE is shown for the interaction of an \( \tau_L = \sim 40 \text{ fs} \) pulse with targets with \( d = 28-37 \text{ nm} \). This is a small thickness range, but is sufficient to observe the transition from targets which remain opaque over most of the interaction to those that exhibit some transparency. While the \( d = 37 \text{ nm} \) target appears to be opaque (i.e. there is no second pulse measured) both the \( d = 28 \text{ nm} \) and \( d = 35 \text{ nm} \) targets undergo RSIT, with \( \Delta t = \sim 40 \text{ fs} \) and \( \sim 50 \text{ fs} \), respectively. Importantly, these measurements demonstrate that near the threshold conditions for the onset of RSIT the two pulses are only just resolvable by the GRENOUILLE, unlike the case in Fig. 2(d). This is due to the temporal resolution of the GRENOUILLE and its limited dynamic range.

By introducing a separate spectrometer into the diagnostic beam path, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), detailed
V. DIAGNOSING TRANSPARENCY

Spectral interferometry is a well established technique. It is used for example in the SPIDER [34] pulse reconstruction methodology, in the TADPOLE technique [35] and has previously been used to accurately temporally overlap two short pulses [36]. Of particular relevance here is its use in the research reported in Bagnoud et al. [37] to investigate laser-foil interactions in the RSIT regime. That work differs from the present in that a double laser pulse (500 fs duration pulses separated by 3 ps) was used and the resulting spectral interference was measured when both pulses are transmitted through the foil. By using the interference of the self-generated CTR light and the transmitted laser pulse, our approach enables investigation of the onset of RSIT close to threshold conditions and without changing the drive laser pulse parameters.

The fringes in the spectrum result from interference between the two pulses. It is straightforward to show that the summation of two pulses, \( E_{\text{CTR}}(t) = E_{0(\text{CTR})} e^{-i(\omega t + \phi_{\text{CTR}})} \) and \( E_{L}(t) = E_{0(L)} e^{-i(\omega t + \phi_{L})} \), in the frequency domain is:

\[
S_{\text{CTR}+L}(\omega) = |\mathcal{F}(E_{\text{CTR}}(t) + E_{L}(t))|^2 = E_{0(\text{CTR})}^2 + E_{0(L)}^2 + 2E_{0(\text{CTR})}E_{0(L)}\cos(\omega \Delta t + \Delta \phi) \tag{1}
\]

where, in the simplest case, \( E_{0(\text{CTR})}(t) = E_{0(L)}(t) = e^{-|t-t_0|/\sigma^2} \), \( \sigma = \tau_L/2\sqrt{\ln(2)} \) and \( \tau_L \) is the duration (FWHM) of the respective pulses. The oscillatory term \( \cos(\omega \Delta t + \Delta \phi) \) term produces fringes in the spectrum. Note that in the present case, CTR is maximised at the peak of the drive laser pulse interaction and thus \( \Delta t \) corresponds to the time delay until RSIT occurs and the remainder of the laser light is transmitted through the plasma. As the simulations show that the transmitted portion of the pulse has a very fast rising edge, \( \Delta t \) effectively corresponds to the time at which RSIT occurs relative to the peak of the laser pulse interaction.

Using this approach, a model was developed to investigate the expected spectral features for the superposition of two pulses. For simplicity, we consider two identical transform-limited Gaussian pulses with equal amplitude, zero phase difference and \( \tau_L=40 \) fs. In this model we assume that regardless of the onset of transparency, the incident laser always gives rise to a CTR reference signal of similar duration, peaking at the maximum of the laser pulse intensity profile. For the sake of simple analysis, the transmitted laser pulse is assumed to have a predominantly Gaussian shape and any self-phase modulation of the pulse arising from propagation in the plasma or in the diagnostic line is small and considered a second order effect. Deviations are assumed to only lead to small increases in systematic errors. Due to the very thin targets used, any additional delay induced between the two pulses due to the time difference between the production of CTR and the propagation of the laser through the target is assumed to be negligible. Similarly, any delays caused by propagation through the expanding underdense preplasma are assumed to be negligible. Finally, any self-phase modulation is neglected in the model. Note that we have established that self-phase modulation does not play a role in the experimental results reported.

An example spectra obtained using this model is shown in Fig. 5(a) for \( \Delta t=150 \) fs. By scanning \( \Delta t \) it is possible to observe the change in the periodicity of the spectral fringes. This is shown in Fig. 5(b) as a \( \Delta t \)-wavelength plot, with the spectral intensity shown by the coloured axis. The inverse Fourier transform of the calculated
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increase with target thickness, from \( \Delta_t \) would improve the temporal resolution. \( \Delta_t \) higher resolution optical spectrometer or CCD detector ± fringe spacing by 0.5 nm to be calculated the change in the delay needed to modify the resolution of the spectrometer and CCD (0.5 nm/pixel). We calculate the delay is determined from the spectral resolution of the spectrometer and CCD (0.5 nm/pixel). We include the calculated delay as shown in Fig. 5(c). The error bars shown in the target thickness are defined by the degree of uncertainty in the characterization of the ultrathin foils. The uncertainty in the calculated delay is determined from the spectral resolution of the spectrometer and CCD (0.5 nm/pixel). We calculate the change in the delay needed to modify the fringe spacing by 0.5 nm to be ±7.5 fs. Note that use of a higher resolution optical spectrometer or CCD detector would improve the temporal optical resolution. \( \Delta t \) is observed to increase with target thickness, from \( \Delta t=32 \) fs for \( d=16 \) nm to \( \Delta t=48 \) fs for \( d=33 \) nm. These values are consistent with those measured using the GRENOUILLE, shown in Fig. 5(d) (in green), and those obtained from the PIC simulations (e.g. \( \Delta t=48 \) fs for \( d=33 \) nm).

We include the calculated onset time for RSIT from the plasma expansion model introduced by Yan et al. [31] (discussed above), in Fig. 5(d). We find that, despite the 1D nature of the model, the predictions are in good overall agreement with our measurements, particularly for the thinnest targets investigated.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we report on experimental measurements of the time at which expanding ultrathin foils become relativistically transparent to intense laser light, as diagnosed using a self-referencing approach to spectral interferometry. With reference to GRENOUILLE measurements, we show how the generation of CTR light, which is maximised at the peak of the laser pulse interaction, provides a reference signal against which the temporal delay in the onset of RSIT can be measured. We find good agreement with 3D PIC simulations of the interaction, verifying the approach, and compare our results with an analytical model of plasma expansion dynamics.

This approach in principle enables the onset time of relativistic transparency to be determined to within a few femtoseconds and, because it is self-referencing, without modification of the drive laser pulse. Furthermore, it is easy to set up and operate (requiring only a collection optic, beam steering optics and an optical spectrometer) and, because the data collection and analysis can be automated, there is potential to include it in experiments applying active feedback [38, 39]. It will enable tuning of the laser and target parameters to control the onset of transparency and thus the optimization of promising ion acceleration mechanisms involving ultrathin foils, and the manipulation of the polarization and spatial mode structure of intense light produced within the plasma.
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